Weak interaction contributions to the strong θ parameter are revisited in the frame of a large-N c Chiral Perturbation Theory. Focusing on the hadronic η (′) → ππ amplitudes, we express these second-order corrections in terms of the CP-violating parameter in K → ππ decays to obtain ∆ w θ ≈ 10 −17 at O(G 2 F ε ′ ).
Introduction
Nowadays, the fundamental interactions between elementary particles appear to emerge from a universal gauge principle in a Quantum Field Theory. Within such a theoretical frame, the fascinating microscopic irreversibility due to time-reversal (T) non-invariance or, equivalently, CP violation tends to be associated with short range weak and strong nuclear forces through the quite subtle mechanisms of spontaneous symmetry breaking and confinement, respectively. However, this paradigm may dramatically change soon, with the discovery of an elementary spin zero particle, the so-called Higgs boson. Indeed, its Yukawa couplings with the matter fields are in fact the primary sources of CP violation but do not correspond to a gauge interaction, at least as they stand. In this context, it is therefore worth revisiting a launched bridge between weak and strong CP violation.
In the Standard Model (SM), both the electroweak gauge interactions and the Higgs self interactions turn out to be CP-invariant. Yet, in absence of any flavour theory, the most general Yukawa interactions of the Higgs field with three generations of quarks are responsible for two independent CP-violating phases. The first one, e iδ CKM , preserves parity (P) while the second one, e iθ QFD , preserves charge conjugation (C). Indeed, these phases are rooted in the complex up (and down) quark mass matrices M u(d) : induced by the Higgs field frozen at its vacuum expectation value, these matrices can always be polar decomposed into Hermitian ones times a global phase [1] , but are neither symmetric nor Hermitian.
As a matter of fact, the δ CKM and θ QFD angles are not observables by themselves. On the one hand, the unitarity of the three-by-three Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) mixing matrix allows nine independent parametrizations in terms of Euler rotations such that flavour physics only implies the lower bound [2] δ CKM π/200 .
On the other hand, the axial anomaly in strong gauge interactions is such that nuclear physics only requires the upper bound [3, 4] θ ≡ θ QFD + θ QCD 10
with θ QFD , the argument of det(M u M d ) in Quantum Flavour Dynamics (QFD) and θ QCD , the coefficient in front of the G µνG µν term in Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD) [5] . The striking hierarchy between Eq.(1.1) and Eq.(1.2) suggests that δ CKM = 0 and θ = 0 at the classical level. A natural way to implement such a scenario would be to impose the parity invariance on the full Lagrangian. However, in the SM, C and P discrete symmetries are explicitly broken by the gauge sector such that quantum corrections to the θ parameter are expected to arise at the secondorder in the electroweak interactions. In the past, two complementary short-distance attempts to estimate ∆ w θ within the SM have been proposed. The first one [6] was based on loop corrections for the light quark masses, leading to
while the second one [7] has considered the induced gluon pseudo-strength field to get
In this Letter we estimate ∆ w θ through the physical η (′) → ππ hadronic decays and find rather
with ε ′ , the penguin-induced CP violation parameter in K → ππ decays.
η (′)
→ ππ from strong interactions 
where A represents the trace of A. The unitary field U transforms as a (3 L ,3 R ) multiplet of the chiral U (3) L ⊗ U (3) R group and its U (3) V -invariant vacuum expectation value (i.e., the unity matrix I) is perturbed by the full nonet φ of Goldstone bosons (GB) :
2)
In our conventions, λ a (a = 1, . . . , 8) are the standard Gell-Mann matrices complemented by λ 0 = 2/3 I, all the GB have a canonical kinetic term, the constant F is the pion decay constant (F = F π = 92.4 MeV) and any physical process must be b-independent [11, 12] .
Mass spectrum and mixing from L M S
All nine GB in Eq.(2.3) acquire a mass through the following chiral symmetry-breaking terms
On the one hand, the vacuum expectation value of the µ 2 matrix field is proportional to the real and diagonal light quark mass matrix and provides the pions and kaons with a mass :
As such, it breaks the flavour SU (3) symmetry but preserves its isospin sub-group SU (2) I in the limit µ 2 u = µ 2 d . On the other hand, the colour-suppressed operator proportional to m 2 0 in Eq.(2.4) is responsible for the breaking of the anomalous axial U (1) A subgroup of U (3) L ⊗ U (3) R and allows us to consider η 0 as the ninth GB of the U (3) multiplet φ in the large-N c limit [13] . However, since η 8 and η 0 mix, it is suitable to introduce the single mixing angle ϕ which relates the SU (3) eigenstates (η 8 , η 0 ) and the mass eigenstates (η, η ′ ) in the isospin limit as
We then obtain the following O(p 2 ) mass spectrum for the iso-singlet states
with the mixing angle ϕ and the scale parameter m 0 intimately related through
Interestingly, the Eqs.(2.7) allow for two mass degeneracies :
The first one (m η ′ = m π ) at the source of the so-called U ( This particular mixing angle turns out to be very close to the one at which the second degeneracy (m η = m K ) occurs. However, m 2 η almost fulfills the Gell-Mann-Okubo (GMO) mass relation m 2 88 = (4m 2 K − m 2 π )/3. So, to reproduce exactly the mass of η(548) one should rather impose a mixing angle close to zero in Eq.(2.7b). In other words, the physical mass spectrum for η(548), η ′ (958), K(498) and π(135) cannot be simultaneously reproduced within the truncated frame adopted here. This can be nicely quantified by the ϕ-independent upper bound [15, 16] 
which calls for a 20% correction to be compatible with the measured ratio 0.33. To accommodate the full nonet mass spectrum, higher-order operators such as
have to be considered [16] . 
CP-violating interactions from L θ S
Once we ensure that none of the GB acquire a vacuum expectation value thanks to a suited U field phase redefinition, the full effect of the strong θ angle can be encoded into [17]
which contains no linear term in φ. At this level, any P-and T-violating observable quantity will thus depend on the constant factor K θ rather than on the θ parameter itself. Consequently, in the SM the first and simplest manifestation of a non-zero θ is the occurrence of C-conserving two-body decays via the strong interaction term
that does not depend on the b-parametrization chosen for the U matrix expanded in Eq.(2.2). Solely η (′) → ππ on-shell decays are allowed by energy conservation and we obtain the pure ∆I = 0 strong amplitudes
having set s ϕ = sin ϕ and c ϕ = cos ϕ for short. By comparing the subsequent prediction Γ(η → π + π − ) ≃ 2.6 |K θ | 2 GeV −3 , obtained for the phenomenological mixing angle ϕ ≈ −20 • , with the experimental limit Br(η → π + π − ) < 1.3 × 10 −5 [18] we infer the upper bound K θ 2.6 × 10 −6 GeV 2 . As a consequence, K θ is small enough to be approximated by [1, 17] 
. The (η, η ′ ) mass eigenstates being complementary in the trigonometric sense, see Eq.(2.6), we conclude that the relation 16) fulfilled by Eqs.(2.14), constitutes a good cross-check for our forthcoming computations. Note also that the mixing angle dependences appearing in Eqs.(2.14) are specific to the single anomalous term
In principle, other mixing angle dependences can be induced. For example, the P-and T-violating operator going along with the O(p 2 , 1/N c ) one in Eq.(2.11), namely
generates pure cos ϕ (sin ϕ) contribution to A(η (′) → ππ) s . This observation will be of some relevance in our confrontation with the weak interaction contributions to these decay processes.
η (′)
→ ππ from weak interactions Such CP-violating but flavour-conserving weak processes require a two step change of flavour [19] . At low energy, the |∆S| = 1 weak interactions involving the GB are also ruled by the chiral U (3) L ⊗ U (3) R transformations acting on the U field. These interactions are encoded in the O(p 2 ) effective Hamiltonian given by [20] 
where the standard operators
are built up from the left-handed hadronic currents normalized to L α ≡ iF 2 ∂ α U U † . Besides these operators known to saturate the K → ππ decay amplitudes in the isospin limit, the current-current operator is proportional to the flavour singlet η 0 field, while the mass operator
does not contribute to O(G F ) on-shell amplitudes [21] . In order to generate ∆S = 0 and CP-violating amplitudes from the Hamiltonian given in Eq.(3.1), successive ∆S = ±1 and ∆S = ∓1 transitions must interfere in such a way that
(3.5)
As a first consequence, the isospin-breaking electroweak operator
with Q = (2/3, −1/3, −1/3), can be neglected as far as the η (′) → ππ decays are concerned. Indeed, this operator does not affect the neutral η (′) → π 0 π 0 decay amplitudes and only decreases the charged ones by less then ten percent. The main reason is that, contrary to the CP-violating parameter ε ′ proportional to the ratio of g I effective couplings, the CP-violating η (′) → ππ decay amplitudes are proportional to their product. So, here there is no possible ε ′ -like ∆I = 1/2 enhancement to compensate for the naive α e.m. /α s suppression factor. Among the second-order weak amplitudes in Eq.(3.5), tadpole-like ones shown in Fig.1a vanish trivially. Indeed, any inclusion of a current-current Q I operator (I = µ) in the π 0 , η (′) → K vertex generates an amplitude proportional to the square of the incoming four-momentum.
Considering now the two-body decays generated by the non-local topologies displayed in Fig.1b-f , we obtain at O(p 2 ) and in the isospin limit the tree-level weak η ′ amplitudes
and
As explicitly checked, the weak η → ππ amplitudes fulfill the complementary relation mentioned in Eq.(2.16), namely they are deduced from Eqs.(3.7) after replacing s ϕ by c ϕ and c ϕ by −s ϕ . In Eq.(3.8), the simple pole at the K-mass indicates that the only relevant topology for η (′) → ππ decays is eventually the one depicted on Fig.1b . Indeed, the remaining topologies of Fig.1c-f cancel out once summed up, making the O(G 2 F ) amplitudes given in Eqs.(3.7) b-independent, as it should be, but also g µ -independent.
4 From δ CKM to θ QCD As proved in the previous section, weak interactions do contribute to the P-and T-violating η (′) → ππ decays at second-order. Therefore, within the SM, these weak corrections contribute to the K θ parameter or, equivalently, to the strong θ term. In this section, we show how this can be achieved assuming again both the isospin and large-N c limits.
To begin with, let us have a first look at the g I effective coupling constants. Below the charm mass scale, the QCD-induced |∆S| = 1 effective Hamiltonian approximatively reads
where V is the unitary CKM mixing matrix. The Wilson coefficients associated with the currentcurrent Q 1,2 [22, 23] and density-density Q 6 [24] four-quark operators are denoted by z 1,2 and z 6 , y 6 , respectively. They encode the short-distance (SD) evolution from M W down to a µ scale above one GeV. A comparison with the effective Hamiltonian given in Eq.(3.1) should in principle allow us to assign the CKM phase to the g I couplings. However, to do so, we first have to include the long-distance (LD) evolution down to the hadronization scale µ had lying well below one GeV where perturbative QCD breaks down. Fortunately, Chiral Perturbation Theory supplemented with the 1/N c expansion allows us to go from the quark-gluon picture to the meson one to get [25, 26] 
In other words, no additional chiral structures appear beyond the one already present in Eq.(3.1) since the product of quark currents factorizes into a product of meson ones at the hadronization scale. At this scale, we thus have a one-to-one formal correspondence between the g I effective couplings and the x i (SD plus LD) coefficients [20] :
Within this matching approach, the CP-violating I I,J elements defined in Eq.(3.9) arise then exclusively from quark Q 1,2 − Q 6 interference (i.e., V ud V * us − V td V * ts interference) such that the subdominant 27 − s meson topology of Fig.1b is real :
Let us now use the strong amplitudes given in Eq.(2.14) as a guideline to identify the weak contributions to the K θ parameter. The exhibited isospin symmetry between charge and neutral pion final states might be enforced on the η → ππ amplitudes :
if and only if we assess a specific mixing angle, i.e.,
as been done in [19] . However, this phenomenological angle is rather problematic here since the A(η → ππ) w amplitude proportional to Im(x * 6 x 1 ) would then develop a pole (see Eqs.(2.9) and (3.8)). Moreover, it would also imply A(η ′ → π + π − ) w = A(η ′ → π 0 π 0 ) w . So, we find more appropriate to isolate the ∆I = 0 component of the η (′) → ππ weak amplitudes :
leaving aside their ∆I = 2 components explicitly given by
in the case of η → ππ. A direct identification based now on the mixing angle dependence of Eqs.(2.14) provides then the O(G 2 F ) corrections to the strong P-and T-violating amplitudes :
Note that the pure sin ϕ (cos ϕ) component of A(η (′) → ππ) 0 w will affect contributions induced by a strong operator like the one given in Eq.(2.17).
Still, contrary to what is predicted by the strong amplitudes in Eqs.(2.14), the coefficients in front of the mixing angles in Eqs. In other words, a 30% splitting in the effective ∆ w K θ factor is obtained if the physical mass spectrum for the η(548), η ′ (958), K(498) and π(135) states is imposed. However, we have already noted that this assumption is not allowed in the truncated theory adopted here. Besides, α(p 2 ) turns out to be rather unstable against p 2 variations around the physical value of m 2 η . For illustration, allowing the η mass to be equal to the GMO prediction, i.e., 570 MeV, we obtain α(m 2 88 ) = 1.30 GeV 2 , namely a value closer to α(m 2 η ′ ). For these reasons, we use the less sensitive ∆ w A(η ′ → ππ) amplitude to conclude that weak interactions shift θ by the amount
From the formal correspondence relations given in Eq.(4.4) we have in addition that 13) with the x 1,2,6 coefficients defined at the hadronization scale, namely around m K,π . So, at this stage, either we exploit information from the SD evolution to infer an upper bound on ∆ w θ or we extract these coefficients from the available data to get an estimate of it.
An upper bound on ∆ w θ
Let us leave aside LD evolution effects by directly matching the Hamiltonians given in Eqs.(4.1) and (4.2). As far as the Q 6 penguin operator is concerned, that won't do any harm since the µ dependence of its Wilson coefficient (almost) cancels the one of the corresponding hadronic matrix element [27] .
We then obtain obtained by using the naive dimensional reduction scheme [28] , and 16) by letting the lattice quark masses given in [29] evolve down to the GeV scale. Regarding the Q 1 + Q 2 combination, what we know from perturbative QCD is that its Wilson coefficient smoothly decreases as µ is decreasing (see the ∆I = 1/2 rule). Therefore, by imposing
where 18) we can infer the upper bound
The necessity for the CKM phase to appear only through the Jarlskog invariant [30]
explains, a posteriori, why one has to go to the second-order in the weak interactions to induce a correction to the physical strong θ parameter. Such would not be the case if other sources of CP violation beyond the SM were considered [6] . Taking 
An estimate of ∆ w θ
To this end, let us first extract the g 8, 27 effective couplings from the isospin decomposition of the K → ππ decay amplitudes :
Using the O(p 2 ) Hamiltonian given in Eq.(3.1), we obtain To go further and extract the imaginary part of g 8, 27 we need to consider the CP-violating observable ε ′ . It turns out [32] that ε ′ is theoretically well reproduced in the isospin limit provided we compute the hadronic matrix elements in the large-N c limit, i.e., at the hadronization scale. It is therefore legitimate to expect a rather consistent and reliable estimate for I 8, 27 . As a matter of fact, we have at our disposal a CKM convention-independent direct CP-asymmetry, namely To be more precise, we have to take into account the fact that the electroweak penguins interfere destructively with the strong one in ε ′ [31] . Including their leading effect through the operator given in Eq.(3.6), we can extract I 8,27 from ε ′ :
I 8,27 = (1.7 to 2.8) × G 
Conclusion
The strong CP problem, i.e., the smallness of θ, is a long-standing one [33] and scenarios going beyond the SM have been proposed to bring it to an issue [34] . However, the status of this parameter within the SM itself is already a subject of some controversy. In this Letter, we present a coherent way to estimate weak interaction corrections to the strong θ term. In the frame of a large-N c Chiral Perturbation Theory, we consider the physical η (′) → ππ amplitudes. Compared to the previous quarkgluon estimates given in [6] and [7] , our hadronic approach provides a direct access to the parameter θ ≡ θ QFD + θ QCD rather than to its unphysical θ QFD and θ QCD components. We thus overcome phase convention issues as well as α s power counting problems. Concerning this latter point, our final result given in Eq.(1.5) is qualitatively compatible with the one of [7] given in Eq.(1.4) although, quantitatively, it rather agrees with the numerical result of [6] given in Eq. (1.3) . An important point, not addressed in this Letter, is the possibility of infinite weak corrections to θ as suggested in [6] . This would however require the study of the η (′) → ππ decay amplitudes beyond the tree-level approximation considered here.
